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Mary Evans (http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/contributors/#Mary_Evans) is a Centennial
Professor at the LSE, based at the Gender Institute. Her series of highly popular posts for the
British Politics and Policy at LSE blog have made her one of the blog’s most read contributors.
Here she discusses her experiences speaking at Occupy LSX, and the qualities of live debate
that can’t be reproduced online.
 
Your series of blog posts for the Brit ish Polit ics and Policy at LSE blog – covering the riots, the
all-male BBC Sports Personality of the Year shortlist , and the future challenges for feminism –
makes you one of the blog’s most read contributors, with over 8,500 combined views of your
posts. Congratulations! Did you enjoy the process of writ ing for the blog?
Yes, I very much enjoy writ ing f or the blog; it ’s a pleasure and privilege.
Would you recommend blogging to other academics as part of a strategy for increasing the impact
of their research? To what extent are you seeing a move to digital for universit ies and academics?
Yes, I think extending online debate is a ‘good’ thing, but I see it as an addition to f ace-to-f ace debate, and
not a substitute. There are some qualit ies in ‘live’ debate that I don’t think can be reproduced online.
Last month you spoke at Occupy LSX on the gendered implications of the f inancial crisis. What
was the reception like? Was it  different to speaking at a seminar on campus?
Speaking at Occupy LSX was enjoyable, an engaged and interested audience, though with the inevitable un-
stoppable talker that is sometimes f ound! But a terrif ic chairperson. I chose the topic, which I shared with
Prof essor Diane Perrrons, because I think we both shared the sense that gender equality is of ten
overlooked, and with it women’s part in public debates (an issue that has been taken up in the last week in
various contexts (http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/polit icsandpolicy/2011/12/01/bbc-sports-personality-men-only- list/)).
Do you feel that academics have a responsibility to use their knowledge and research to further
public understanding of current issues, for example the economic climate, visibility of women in
public sphere, etc?
I do think that academics have a part to play in correcting mis- inf ormation about public issues and debates,
but absolutely no direct coercion. In my view there is f ar too much on academics already. On this point (and
question 2) I think that there are very interesting issues about f inding a place in new f orms of
communication f or discussion and debate that is not just your case/my case. But I am absolutely in f avour
in correcting, as much as possible, some of  the f abrications of  sections of  the press.
See Mary Evans’s series of blog posts for the British Politics and Policy at LSE blog
(http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/?s=mary+evans).
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